
Who’s Afraid Of The Big Bond Wolf?

"The big bad wolf is dead and gone, and there is no danger on the path. Still scared, the little girl 
hugged her grandmother. Oh, what a dreadful fright!.”
– Little Red Riding Hood

"The truly unique power of a central bank, after all, is the power to create money, and ultimately 
the power to create is the power to destroy.”
– Former Fed chairman, Paul Volcker (whose sound-money policies vanquished inflation almost
40 years ago)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

During the first quarter of 2021, one of the hottest topics in financial circles was the sudden rise
in bond yields. As a result, analysts and pundits from around the financial world pontificated as
to whether this sharp spike would derail the bull run in equity markets. Despite several gut
punches in February and March – particularly to the tech-heavy Nasdaq – equity markets have
continued to extend past all-time highs, shrugging off concerns about rising yields.

In this week’s newsletter, Anatole Kaletsky, from our partner firm Gavekal, joins with the
consensus chorus of pontificators, opining on why rising bond yields likely won’t significantly
derail the bull market in stocks.  In Evergreen’s opinion, he’s probably right…unless the US 10-
year T-note rises much past 2%. In the meantime, the steeply sloped yield curve is highly
beneficial for US banks, along with falling loan losses as the economy recovers.  Thus, financial
stocks may continue to run notwithstanding their muscular performance over the past six
months.

Interestingly, this topic is something we wrote about in September 2018—namely, that of all the
bubbles we’ve seen in recent years, the biggest is in bonds.  Because of the asset levitating
impact of eradicated interest rates, this in turn has produced most, if not all, of the other
speculative excesses seen throughout what we have dubbed Bubble 3.0. For those who joined
us along our Bubble 3.0 journey (which concluded in May, 2020), Evergreen’s Chief Investment
Officer, David Hay, is preparing to novelize the numerous EVAs he wrote starting in late 2017 on
the continual series of manias and other market absurdities we’ve seen in recent years.  There
have been so many he now things he needs to rename his book Bubble 33.0!  To our interested
readers…stay tuned!

For the past two months, financial analysts all over the world have been obsessed by two
closely related questions: (i) How much further will US bond yields rise, and how fast? (ii) Will
rising bond yields kill the bull markets in global equities and other risk assets?

The markets have now settled the second question, with what always seemed to me the most
likely answer. Equities have continued to hit new records despite rising US bond yields—or
because of them. This makes sense, because what is pushing up bond yields is the prospect of
strong economic growth in the next two years, combined with a once-in-a-generation regime
change in global economic policy. While these two developments are bad news for bond
investors, they bode well for corporate activity and profits in the years ahead. With central banks
everywhere anchoring the short end of their yield curves at zero, it makes sense for stock prices
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to keep rising at least until valuations exceed the peak multiples of previous bull markets—and
certainly until equities are more expensive than they are at present relative to bonds.

Which brings me back to the first question: how far and how fast will bond yields rise? Suppose
that after doubling in the first quarter from 0.9% to 1.7%, 10-year US treasury yields were to
double again in the next few months to 3.5%. This would represent a dramatic tightening of
financial conditions that would hurt global economic prospects and hit corporate profits. But what
is the probability of another surge in bond yields comparable to the first quarters? In my view,
the answer is near-zero this year, and low in 2022.

I say this in full knowledge that bond yields are still “far too low,” even after the recent doubling. I
have long argued that the global bond bubble, with more than US$13trn worth of global bonds
trading on negative yields, is by far the biggest and most extreme speculative bubble the world
has ever seen. Despite this, there are two reasons why bond yields will rise only very slowly,
with a return to “fair value” likely to take a decade or more.

The first is that governments and central banks have strong means and even stronger
motivations to ensure that the bond bubble deflates slowly, instead of bursting suddenly. The
motivations are the need to limit debt servicing costs, to keep economies growing and to avoid
financial instability, or at least to postpone it for as long as possible. The means are quantitative
easing plus various forms of financial repression whereby regulators can force financial
institutions and banks to buy “risk-free” bonds even when these investors are guaranteed to lose
money.

The second reason for confidence that the bond bubble will deflate slowly instead is that the
most active participants in government markets do not give a damn about the negative returns
guaranteed to long-term bond investors, since they buy bonds for short-term trading profits and
yield-curve carry. Because of the interaction between these short-term players and carry traders
with central banks indifferent to “fair value” losses, and pension and insurance funds that can
pass on to customers the negative returns on their “liability-driven investments”, bond yields are
relatively easy for governments to manage and control.

The upshot is that bonds are likely to stabilize for a considerable period in a new trading range
that will remain much lower than would seem to be dictated by “fundamentals,” despite the fact
that almost every economist and financial analyst believes (rightly) that bond yields must
ultimately move much higher. Last month, I thought (wrongly) that the top of this trading range
might be around 1.5%. Now it looks as if the ceiling may be 1.75%. But perhaps it will be as high
as 2%, or even 2.25%. Whatever turns out to be the top of the new trading range, if US 10-year
yields stay below the ceiling of 3% that has held since 2011, they will not be a major hurdle to
higher equity prices. When the bull market dies, as it surely will someday, it will be killed by a
turn in the economic cycle or a crazy upsurge in equity valuations, not by the yield on US bonds.
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